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about our program methodology
Thurston Energy has established a replicable model to create an energy efficient 
community and a strong local green economy.  thurston energy is not an energy 
Services Company (ESCO); rather, it fills the critical niche of a trusted energy 
efficiency advisor.  As part of a 501(c)(3), we do not exist to make a profit from 
selling and installing efficiency upgrades. This allows us to establish an honest 
relationship with our residential and commercial customers.

Thurston Energy contracts out its energy audits and efficiency upgrade services 
to qualified and vetted local companies. Working with Thurston Energy ensures 
that the customer does not blindly navigate the world of energy auditors and 
efficiency installers, but works instead with contractors who satisfy Thurston 
Energy expectations. 

As the graphic depicts, thurston energy serves as the center gear for driving 
the “wheel of investment” in energy efficiency projects.  With structural sup-
port from our major stakeholders, and financial 
support from our funders, we are able to connect 
all parties and turn the wheel of energy efficiency 
upgrades.  in strong economic times, this wheel spins 
steadily and property owners move more quickly through 
the process of planning and making energy improvements. 
But when the economy is soft, a modest 
amount of input from our funders 
allows us to drive this wheel 
steadily by coordinating 
marketing efforts, educa-
tion about rebates, and 
creating discount pro-
grams through our local 
contractors and credit 
union partners.

THURSTON
ENERGY

At thurston energy, we help thurston 
County residents save money, save en-
ergy, and live more comfortable, healthy 
lives. We evaluate energy use and 
recommend energy-saving measures in 
both homes and businesses. 

thurston energy is a joint program of 
the thurston economic Development 
Council (eDC) and the thurston 
Climate Action team (tCAt).  thurston 
energy’s mission is to create jobs and 
reduce carbon emissions through 
energy efficiency and renewable energy 
upgrades.  With $1 million in seed 
money from the American recovery 
and reinvestment Act (ArrA) through 
Washington State University Extension 
energy Program over two years, 
Thurston Energy embarked on its mis-
sion in January, 2010 to create jobs and 
save energy in thurston County, WA.  
thurston energy became the one-stop 
trusted resource for energy evalua-
tion scheduling, improvement project 
planning and information about rebates, 
discounts and loans.

A replicable model to 
create an energy efficient 
community and a strong 
local green economy

DriVing
suCCess
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ProgrAm
highlights  (AS Of 03/30/2012)

helping families save energy at home. thurston energy has served over 640 
homeowners in our county to save energy in their homes, reduce their utility costs 
and lower their carbon footprints. Over 6,200 compact fluorescent light bulbs were 
installed in customers’ homes for an estimated electric savings of 204.7 megawatt 
hours annually.  Those who made improvements are expected to save an average of 
more than $300 per year in energy costs. 

Improving businesses’ bottom line. our business concierge services guide busi-
ness owners through energy efficiency from start to finish. In our role as advocate 
for our customer, we have helped drive over $145,000 in private and utility invest-
ment in commercial efficiency upgrades, for an annual savings of around $50,000 per 
year.

Removing financial barriers to efficiency upgrades. our partnerships with 
several local lending institutions provide thurston County homeowners and busi-
nesses with the means to make effective energy efficiency upgrades when they are 
needed. our partner organizations have provided over $290,000 in green loans to 
the community.

Providing economic growth in our community.  At the core of our program 
is job creation and strengthening the local economy.  Approximately 125 people are 
either directly or tangentially employed by organizations that provide services to 
thurston County on our behalf.

combIned yearly commercIal and resIdentIal savIngs

 electricity 
(kwh)

natural gas 
(therms)

total savings  
in $usD energy (Btu) Co2  

(short tons)
Cars off 
the road

Commercial 340,000 20,100  $50,000 3,200 320 49

residential 556,000 40,400  $100,000 6,300 630 112 

total 896,000 60,500  $150,000 9,500 564 161 

• 640 homes audited 
• 276 homes improved (43% conversion)
• Combined yearly home energy savings of over $100,000
• Average yearly home energy savings of over $300 
• 125 local jobs supported
• Over 100 businesses received energy walk-throughs
• Over 40 businesses made energy improvements
• Combined business savings of $50,000 per year
• Average business energy savings of $1,200 per year

All statistics are as of 03/30/2012

the energy Performance score (ePs) 
is an energy performance rating tool 
created by earth Advantage institute, 
used for both new and existing homes. 
the ePs metric provides a standard-
ized estimate of a home’s energy use 
and its associated carbon emissions, 
and allows for home-to-home compari-
sons. the energy Performance score is 
a miles-per-gallon style rating for the 
built environment. it is comprised of 
three components: an audit, the ePs 
scorecard, and a recommendations 
report that helps guide a homeowner 
or contractor when making efficiency 
upgrades to a home. 

Professionals participating in the pro-
gram are certified Building Performance 
Analysts. They are certified through 
the Building Performance insititute, a 
nationally-recognized quality assurance 
organization. 

monItorIng home 
energy use wIth eps
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With help from thurston energy, over 100 businesses in our community have evalu-
ated potential energy efficiency improvements.  Our commercial services model was 
developed in-house (in collaboration with our local energy utility, Puget sound energy), 
based on the needs of our marketplace.  We created this model with the purpose of 
removing perceived barriers to making energy efficiency upgrades, so that business 
owners can keep their attention focused on their business’ core product or service.

We begin the process by partnering with Puget sound energy (Pse), to provide a 
straightforward, no-cost energy efficiency walk-through for businesses. During this 
initial walk-through, we identify opportunities for energy efficiency and available finan-
cial incentives. Pse and thurston energy provide a summary report to the customer 
describing the findings.  Once the initial findings are made, Thurston Energy provides 
a full concierge service to our customers, helping business owners go through the 
process of making energy efficiency upgrades from start to finish. 

Thurston Energy’s role in the efficiency upgrade process is as the business owner’s 
advocate. We ensures that the process of making energy efficiency upgrades is easy 
by doing all the legwork for the customer: providing information and assistance for 
behavioral modifications; meeting with contractors on the client’s behalf; ensuring bids 
are reasonable and transparent; working out potential payback periods for energy 
efficiency investments; searching out potential financial incentives from the govern-
ment and utility companies; and providing quality assurance for installed projects. By 
providing all of these value-added services, we are able to remove potential time and financial constraints that might otherwise be a 
barrier to a business making efficiency upgrades in a timely fashion. 

in addition, thurston energy fosters a real and lasting connection between the business community and the green movement in 
thurston County by proving that business growth and environmental conservation are not necessarily competing philosophies. Both 
ideas have as their core concepts the same end result:  to provide a healthy and stable community for people to live, work and play 
in.  We maintain that the best way to accomplish this goal is to ensure that good jobs are available so that families can live comfort-
ably without the stress that under- or unemployment often creates in lives, thereby allowing them to free up both financial and 
mental capital; and that a clean environment helps to grow healthy people and communities. 

CommerCiAl
energy serViCes
thurston energy boosts the triple bottom line for 
businesses: they cut operating costs, reduce  
environmental impacts, and improve the quality of 
customer and employee spaces.

• More than 100 business energy walk-throughs in the past year, with over 40  
 companies making significant energy efficiency improvements

• Only $95,000 in initial capital required for energy efficiency improvements

• Combined business energy savings of over $50,000 per year

Lighting upgrades can decrease commer-
cial energy use by 30% annually and pay 
for themselves in less than 2 years.
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Thurston Energy Savers (our customers) are making investments in their build-
ings, and in the economy.  By March 30, 2012, the combined investments made by 
homeowners, businesses, and local utilities in energy evaluations, energy efficiency 
improvements and renewable energy projects exceeded $1,486,000.  These were 
done as a combination of personal capital and borrowing through our thurston 
energy lenders.  the total ArrA investment in the thurston energy program at that 
time was only around $1,040,000.  in other words, the federal funds that thurston 
Energy used have leveraged over 40% more in private investment.  These local invest-
ments, now circulating in our economy, will pay dividends in lower energy costs for 
years to come.

since its inception, thurston energy has sought to be the linchpin of the local green 
economy.  the partnerships we have cultivated with local and regional business 
organizations, lending institutions, utility companies, local contractors, homeowners 
associations, real estate agents and local governments have strengthened our local 
economy.  Thurston Energy works directly with staff and officials from Thurston 
County and local municipalities to reach out to residents and businesses and provide 
them with our services.

The construction market has been soft, and it has become increasingly difficult to 
sell homes.  More people are staying put and making do with their current situations.  
Energy efficiency upgrades fit perfectly into this situation, since they are improve-
ments that increase the comfort and affordability of people’s homes.  Likewise, as 
energy and other aspects of building performance become more widely recognized 
and valued in the real estate markets, these homes and businesses will further in-
crease in resale value.

through march 2012, thurston energy leveraged $1,040,000 
of grant funds into more than $1,486,000 of investment 

neXus oF the green
mArKet eConomy

Kyle Kennemore, an owner of Echo 
Energy, LLC, a company that specializes in 
energy audits, air sealing and duct testing 
based in Lacey, WA, and a Thurston 
Energy Vendor.

thurston energy vendor network 
Thurston Energy has created a robust network of third-party, qualified contractors and vendors that provide energy efficient 
building services and equipment.  The two dozen contracting companies on our network have gone through a rigorous vetting 
process based on a number of criteria, including their company’s customer service reputation and their adoption of energy 
efficiency services as a sustainable business model. Once a contractor is accepted into our program, we work with them 
to provide the best possible service to our customers. In addition, we provide our network vendors with mutual marketing 
opportunities through our Vendor Network Coupon Book, as well as through our social media networks and press outlets. By 
placing rFPs with the contractors on behalf of the customers, we provide warm leads to the contractors, helping them increase 
their sales conversion rates and providing access to new segments of the market. 

“Doing these energy retrofits has been fun. It’s gratifying to see we’ve made a difference in our customers’ lives. 
There’s so much potential out there to help people in their homes, and I am happy to be a part of it.”  
Scott Bergford, Northwest Energy Team
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At thurston energy we strive to pro-
vide more than just low-cost energy 
evaluations and efficiency improve-
ments to homeowners. We educate our 
customers about their homes as whole 
systems and engage them to make 
smart and thoughtful decisions about 
energy efficiency investments.

the homePlustm energy evalua-
tion is our signature service offering 
to residents, and includes an energy 
Performance score (ePs), powered by 
earth Advantage institute. using our 
federal funds, we buy down the cost of 
the comprehensive, building science-
based energy audit from the typical 
$500 price tag to $195. This price point 
keeps the customer invested in the im-
provement process and naturally brings 
in customers who are truly interested 
in investing in their homes. We have not 
further reduced the cost of efficiency 
upgrades with federal money; rather, we 

help the customer save money through 
accessing attractive available rebates 
and tax incentives that are already on 
the market. 

We believe that the follow-up ser-
vices we provide are the source of our 
43% residential conversion rate. Our 
program model involves a high degree 
of communication and ongoing contact 
with our customers, at their pace, on 
their schedule and with an aware-
ness of their desire for our assistance. 
We provide an array of services to 
our clients: information about effi-
ciency technologies, Diy instructions 
for simple efficiency upgrades such 
as air sealing and weather stripping, 

contact information for contractors 
on our Vendor Network, submission 
of requests for proposal (rFPs) to 
contractors on behalf of our customers, 
help in understanding and navigating bid 
requests, quality assurance on installed 
jobs, and even mediation services. We 
maintain ongoing contact with our cus-
tomers through direct email and phone 
communication, e-newsletters, social 
media, direct mail and advertising, and 
community events. the quality of com-
munication we have with our clients not 
only helps to engender trust in us, but 
it also goes a long way toward build-
ing a local community centered around 
energy efficiency and job creation in 
thurston County.

resiDentiAl 
eFFiCienCy serViCes

This graph represents the estimated energy cost 
for the 276 homes that made significant efficiency 

upgrades, both before and after upgrades were 
made.  The cost savings for the group after 

upgrades was $69,000, which represents a 20% 
average reduction in energy costs. 
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Providing an easy way 
for homeowners to save 
money, save energy, and 
make their homes more 
comfortable and healthy
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Phil and Linda Westbrook are a local couple who learned about Thurston Energy 
through their daughter, Danielle, who asked her dad to be there for her home’s 
energy audit. Phil was so impressed with the audit he decided to sign up for a 
home evaluation as well, and had his two weeks later. 

Despite the fact that the Westbrooks were on a tight budget, they decided to 
have their home evaluated. Linda says it was a fascinating experience. “Having 
Brent (the assessor) walk around with us and show us what was happening with 
our house was great. We learned more about our house then we ever thought 
possible,” she said. “We thought we were doing okay (efficiency-wise) but we 
found things that needed to be done.”  

The Westbrooks qualified for rebates through the local utility. “We had insula-
tion on our ducts, but they weren’t sealed very well and the (duct) boots were 
junk.  Air was pouring through them,” Linda said. “It’s made a huge difference. 
We’re more comfortable now.” The Westbrooks have also made other efficiency 
upgrades in their home, such as air sealing, as time and their budget will allow.

Although they were initially concerned about the costs involved with making 
energy efficiency upgrades in their home, the Westbrooks are glad they had them 
done. They realized that it was in their long-term interest to make the changes, 
because, as linda says, “energy prices are only going up.”

linda and Phil are very happy with thurston energy’s program. “this program is 
great,” she said. “i just hope that you guys are able to continue doing this in the 
future.”

resIdentIal effIcIency servIces hIghlIghts 
Regional leader in upgrade conversions.  thurston energy has an industry-
leading audit to upgrade conversion of 43% (of the 640 energy audits completed 
through 6/30/2011, 276 customers reported next-step efficiency upgrades).

Quantifiable energy savings for customers.  thurston energy has given its 
customers a strong foundation to help them save energy now and in the future. 
We installed 6,204 CfL bulbs in 337 homes, which, combined with other efficien-
cy upgrades our customers made, has resulted in 378,336 deemed annual kwh 
savings - the equivalent carbon emission reduction of 67 cars taken off the road.

Driving investment in efficiency.  thurston energy’s residential customers 
have invested over $930,000 in improvements in their homes to date, helping to 
spur the growth of the local economy and create lasting real value in their homes.

honest suPPort For 
eFFiCienCy uPgrADes

thurston energy is the trusted “honest third party 
advisor” related to energy efficiency for our customers.

When my 
husband and 
I signed up 
for the energy 
audit, we 
were fearful 

that the experts would recommend 
costly fixes for our 30 year old home.  
The entire experience, however, put 
our fears at bay.  We received a lot 
of information on how our home 
retains heat (or doesn’t in some 
cases).  The report offered an easy 
to follow implementation plan to 
increase our energy efficiency to 
make our home more comfortable 
and save us money.  We were able 
to do low-cost improvements, like 
sealing and caulking, that following 
weekend.  We also qualified for 
a utility rebate on the entire cost 
of duct sealing.  This work had an 
immediate positive impact on our 
indoor air quality and energy bill.
Tiffany Scroggs, Olympia WA
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thurston energy has partnered with o Bee Credit union and generations 
Credit Union since the fall of 2010,  and has begun working with TwinStar 
Credit union in Fall of 2011.  these credit unions offer unsecured home loans 
and home equity lines of credit at low interest rates, marketed specifically 
for energy efficiency and other “green” home renovations.  Thurston Energy 
and the credit unions refer customers back and forth, and match up effective 
improvements that will save on energy bills with financial products that can 
fund those efforts.  the credit unions promote the availability of these loans and 
thurston energy services through their branches on their electronic reader 
boards, through their regular newsletters, and through bill inserts.  thurston 
energy promotes the lending products on our website, in our printed ma-
terials, and in the package of materials that are provided on site during the 
homePlustm energy evaluation. 

the primary motivational factor that led the credit unions to partner with 
Thurston Energy was the opportunity to expand their membership by offer-
ing products to meet a newly identified need in the marketplace. In fact, the 
credit unions did not require any type of federal or other credit enhancement 
in order to create and offer these products.  The energy efficiency loans are 
an effective means of payment to lead a customer to purchase a more energy 
efficient unit that will have a lower lifetime operating cost, instead of restricting 
them to choosing equipment with the lowest first cost, and higher energy usage.  

energy eFFiCienCy 
lenDing

west coast bank
“We had an energy efficiency walk-through at our Lacey branch, and after running the numbers and realizing it made sense we 
took Thurston Energy and PSE up on their recommendations.  We installed new lighting, new toilets and tuned up our heating 
& cooling system.  The payoff in energy efficiency and lowering our operating costs has been realized.  We’ve cut our lighting 
bill by a third and with PSE rebates the upgrade will pay for itself in under two years.  We also eliminated problems 
with over-using water.  This program is worthwhile and other businesses should take advantage of Thurston Energy’s commercial 
services.” Tim Dowling, South Puget Sound President, West Coast Bank 

faIrchIld record search
“The free energy walk-through I had at my two story office building with Thurston Energy and PSE was quick and informative.  
they sourced that the major energy upgrades i could do were overhead lighting and heating system.  thurston energy connected 
me with a local lighting contractor to do the work and now I’m saving around $300 a month.  Saving nearly $4000 a year on my 
energy bill is a big deal for a small business owner.  i’m using these savings and accessing the thurston energy lending program to 
install solar panels on my building.”  Renee Ries, President, Fairchild Record Search and commercial property owner

More than 30 energy upgrade loans have been made 
since June 2010, totalling over $290,000 loaned for high 
efficiency HVAC equipment, windows and other uses

Cheryl Selby, owner of Vivala, a women’s lifestyle 
boutique in Olympia, WA, and a Thurston 

Energy Commercial Services customer.
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Thurston Energy will take on a dual nature in 2012 and going forward. Our plan is to 
remain an on-the-ground provider of energy Advisory services to lead clients to ef-
fectively manage their energy usage portfolios, and to become the primary facilitator 
of Stakeholders working in our community to articulate and achieve energy efficien-
cy and renewable energy goals.

Energy Advisory Services 
thurston energy has become the trusted “honest third party advisor” related to 
energy efficiency for our 650+ customers across Thurston County.   We make the 
point that “energy is money” and that it should be treated as such – we need to 
make it, save it, use it and invest it wisely.  Thurston Energy guides customers along 
a process, called the Pathway to savings, where we evaluate current energy usage; 
recommend cost-effective improvements; educate on available rebates, discounts and 
incentives; assist in the evaluation and selection of contractors; and arrange financing 
when needed.  Thurston Energy works alongside local energy and water utilities in 
close partnership, and recommends their rebates, programs, grants and tools to our 
mutual customers.  thurston energy does not compete with local contractors, but 
instead refers work to them.  Thurston Energy understands that energy use is a long-
term proposition and investments in energy efficiency and renewable energy should 
be managed and addressed in the immediate, near, medium, and long terms.

Stakeholder Facilitation 
through its two parent organizations –  the thurston economic Development 
Council (eDC) and thurston Climate Action team (tCAt) – the thurston energy 
program is positioned at the center of municipal, utility, business, non-profit and 
community Stakeholders that care about and have influence over energy efficiency 
and renewable energy issues.  going forward, thurston energy staff, along with eDC 
and tCAt leadership, will facilitate an on-going process through the energy Advisory 
Committee to articulate, evaluate, and achieve energy efficiency and renewable en-
ergy goals.  Thurston Energy is skilled in group facilitation and negotiation.  Thurston 
energy is action-oriented and understands the need for balanced approaches.  We 
understand that Stakeholders have different perspectives, missions, and goals, and 
that all of these are valid and must be respected and supported.  thurston energy 
can provide education, outreach, and technical services tailored to the individual 
needs of Stakeholders for their own use, or for their constituents.  Through its role 
at the center, thurston energy (with eDC and tCAt) is the single best positioned 
entity to facilitate and lead this Stakeholder effort.

toWArD the
Future

Krista, barista at Batdorf & Bronson, a coffee 
roasting company based in Olympia, WA, and a 

Thurston Energy Commercial Services customer.

thurston energy’s mission 
is to create jobs and reduce 
carbon emissions through 
energy efficiency and 
renewable energy upgrades.
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AnAlysis oF ProgrAm
eFFiCACy (THROUGH JUNE 30, 2011)

resIdentIal notes/clarIfIcatIons
For the savings estimates above, the numbers reflect the number of customers with electric or natural gas heat through 6/30/2011 (635 customers).  A home 
was considered to do a deeper improvement if they implemented at least one of the following upgrades: Water Heater Replacement, Refrigerator Replacement, 
Window Air Conditioner Replacement, Heating System Replacement, HVAC System Replacement, Duct Sealing, Duct Insulation, Ceiling (or roof) Insulation, Wall 
Insulation, Floor Insulation, Perimeter Insulation, Efficient Windows, Efficient Doors. 
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The 6,204 CFL bulbs that Thurston Energy installed in homes create an es-
timated savings of 204,732 kwh (204.7 MWh). When deeper upgrades are 
factored in, Thurston Energy is estimated to save Thurston County 378,336 
kwh (378.3 MWh).

Natural Gas savings are solely associated with deeper upgrades, as CFLs only 
consume electricity. The second-stage upgrades completed by Thurston Energy 
customers result in an estimated annual savings of 24,119 therms. 
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the residential savings numbers presented were derived 
from deemed savings estimates per upgrade, provided by the 
technical assistance program at Washington state university 
Extension Energy Program and by Thurston Energy staff. The 
aggregate residential savings estimates were determined by 
totaling the number of improvements reported by residen-
tial customers and averaging the total square footage of the 
197 homes that reported those upgrades. the consumption 
estimates “before upgrades” were established using thurston 
energy customer counts and average consumption rates per 
household in a similar climate, which were sourced from the 
united states energy information Administration (eiA). the 
residential consumption estimates “after upgrades” were 
determined by subtracting the aggregated deemed savings 
from the estimated “before upgrades” consumption levels. 
residential energy costs savings were established using the 
deemed electric and natural gas savings and the estimated 

kwh ($.09/kwh) and therm ($1.07/therm) costs used in 
thurston energy’s ePs reports. Commercial energy savings 
estimates were sourced from the contractors’ bids submit-
ted to thurston energy and the respective business. Carbon 
Dioxide savings were estimated under the assumption that 
energy efficiency measures were reducing electric demands 
from non-base load power plants, which tend to have a 
lower emissions rate. the emissions rate for this report was 
sourced from the united states environmental Protection 
Agency (ePA). other conversion rates and numbers were 
sourced from the eiA, ePA, or united states Army Corps of 
engineers. 

A special thanks to Thurston Energy’s summer 2011 fellow, 
David Smedick, Master’s student at the Duke University 
nicholas school of the environment, who compiled the data 
and created the statistical models used for this project.
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This graph displays the basic timeline of Thurston 
Energy’s residential program. The two main things 
to note are the significant increase in assessment 
uptake at the beginning of the heating season, as 
well as the 2-month shadow from peaks of assess-
ments to peaks of upgrade implementations. The 
average number of days from audit to upgrade for 
customers that received an audit by November 1, 
2010 was calculated to be 64. 
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This graph represents the conversion rate from 
energy audit to energy efficiency upgrade of all 
of our residential customers. Of the 435 energy 
audits completed through 3/30/2012, 276 cus-
tomers continued on to report next-step upgrades, 
resulting in a conversion rate from audit to imple-
mentation of 43%.

methodology

Of the 640 energy audits completed through 3/30/2012, 276 customers continued 
on to report next-step upgrades, resulting in a conversion rate from audit to 
implementation of 43%.



 

about thurston energy
Founded in 2009, thurston energy is a program of the thurston economic Development Council (eDC), in col-
laboration with thurston Climate Action team (tCAt). We were founded as one of eight Community energy 
Efficiency Pilot program grants of the Washington Department of Commerce through the American Recovery 
and reinvestment Act.  technical support was provided by Washington state university energy Program.  our 
mission is to create jobs and reduce carbon emissions through energy efficiency and renewable energy upgrades.

For more information about thurston energy, please contact:
ramsey Zimmerman, Program Director
Joshua Cummings, Small Business & Government Relations Manager
Annette m roth, Marketing & Outreach Manager
Mark Rentfrow, Energy Services Specialist

665 Woodland Square Loop SE  •  Suite 201  •  Lacey WA 98503
360.528.2112 phone  •  360.407.3980 fax  •  www.ThurstonEnergy.org  •  info@thurstonenergy.org

thurston energy is a joint program of:

thurston Climate
Action team

Financial and technical support provided by:

in partnership with

thurston County www.co.thurston.wa.us
City of olympia www.ci.olympia.wa.us
City of lacey www.ci.lacey.wa.us

City of tumwater www.ci.tumwater.wa.us
City of yelm www.ci.yelm.wa.us
Puget sound energy www.pse.com
lott Clean Water Alliance www.lottonline.org


